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Abstract 

This panel focuses on opening up a discussion on the role 
of art in the times when AI systems are becoming ubiqui-
tous. It embraces the machine flaws, irregularities and er-
rors that artists explore to push the boundaries of their art 
practice and find new thematic, technological and concep-
tual grounds for experimentation. The panel explores and 
compares multiple views, case studies and projects pro-
duced in various disciplines including data driven city por-
traits, generative media facades, urban media art, spatio-
temporal visualizations, machine learning narrative exper-
iments in VR, neural networks and art; and discrepancies 
or interrelatedness between human creativity and the future 
of Artificial general intelligence (AGI).  
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Media Ruins: Aesthetics of 
Neglected Media in the Software City 

Kristy H.A. Kang 

In Soft City, a personalized account of London life in the 
early 1970s writer Jonathan Raban stated that “the city as 
we imagine it, the soft city of illusion, myth, aspiration, 
nightmare, is as real, maybe more real, than the hard city 
one can locate on maps, in statistics…and architecture.” [1] 
As global cities aspire to become “smart”, merging tech-
nology with urban infrastructure in the interest of increased 
efficiency and usability, Raban’s vision of the hard city has 
transformed into the hardware city, and the soft city has 

become software city — the local, intimate human dimen-
sion of urban life now increasingly mediated using digital
technologies. These comprise the spatial narratives of the
city layered over time and place. Cities embed technology
into everyday life, aspiring towards a utopian vision of a
computational, data-driven urban infrastructure that does
not break down. But what if the hardware city glitches or
stops working? What would an aesthetics of a flawed, for-
gotten and neglected media city look like? And what kinds
of artistic expressions could be generated from this? This
paper will explore how artists use digital media in and of
urban space to create poetic frictions between the hardware
and software city and challenge us to see what is over-
looked. It offers a reading on the creative practices and
expressions that emerge between hardware and software 
city by looking at the work of urban media artists Krzyszt-
of Wodiczko and Refik Anadol. 
Though each artist’s practice differs both generationally 
and formally, one can say that they are both concerned 
with creating portraits of the city. While the urban media 
and projection works of Wodiczko concern themselves 
with giving voice to overlooked bodies in the city, 
Anadol’s urban projection mapped performances deal with 
the quantified body. Anadol’s portraits are “derived from 
data” and “augment the more instrumental monitoring and 
administering of the city promulgated by IT infrastruc-
tures…” [2] Wodiczko’s “instruments” or media “prosthe-
ses” ask the urban dweller or witness to share an experi-
ence that is deeply intimate or traumatic and is not typical-
ly shared with strangers in public. [3] His works create a 
relational interface or an empathy exchange that allows for 
the possibility of collective healing and reflection within 
the hardware city. Whereas Refik Anadol transforms the 
collective body of machine informatics collected and gen-
erated by the quantified city into a poetics of data amplifi-
cation in his architectural projection performances. Each of 
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these artists create ways of revealing characteristics of the 
media city which may be imperfect, neglected or over-
looked in its aspirational vision to be smart and efficient. 
They craft encounters with the (data)body of the city that 
challenge us to see the urban anew. Each creates in their 
work, a point of contact – a relational interface between 
human and machine, and between hardware and software 
city. 

STUDY 7/0: Error-Generated 
Spatiotemporal Visualization 

Dejan Grba 

Study 7/0 project visualizes the positioning errors generated 
by a static GPS receiver. Motivated by the idea of cognitive
mapping as an individual, non-linear and discontinuous spa-
tiotemporal experience, the project explores error and imper-
fections as generators of interesting conceptual, and narra-
tive source material for further creative processing and ex-
pression unlike typical glitch art where the error is an aes-
theticised frontline layer. [4] Study 7/0 is a concise study of
the effective approaches to emergence in generative art in
which the simple initial settings of a system can produce
complex and surprising phenomena. [5] In this context, it is
spatiotemporal configurations and relations.
Placing a Garmin GPSmap 60Cx receiver on my desk, I
turned it on with a draw track function, and kept it there
powered on for 7 days, 7 hours, 16 minutes and 11 seconds
(from 7 July 2010 04:46:36PM to 15 July 00:02:47AM).
While the ideal GPS plot for an immovable object is a single
point, this setup had recorded 8438 trackpoints on a path
34.7km long, covering an area of 2.1km2 with average speed
of 0.2km/h and maximum speed of 17.9km/h. The path is a
consequence of the limited precision of a commercial GPS
receiver working inside a building under changing weather
conditions, combined with the general GPS inaccuracy.
With time-stamps, horizontal positions, altitudes and speeds 
for all trackpoints, the path constitutes a large dataset.
In the initial iteration I animated the horizontal positions
(lon/lat), speeding up the 630,971 seconds of real-time
record into 4 minutes and 41 seconds (281.26 seconds at
30fps). The first animation isolates the current 2.25%
(780m) of the whole path, revealing the complex dynamics
of error-generated motion. The second animation follows
the current 2.25% building up into the complete path. Each
animation displays the numerical values from the dataset.
With Philippe Kocher from Zürcher Hochschule der Kün-
ste, I am working on a 3D animation with sound, in which
a circle spline will be extruded along the GPS path into a 
NURBS tunnel. The tunnel inner surface will have a 100%
(mirror) reflectivity while the material will have a degree
of one-way transparency so the inside will be illuminated
from a rig of external light sources. The point camera will
be animated along the GPS path in a subjective point of
view, [6] [7] at the speed and acceleration dynamics of the
GPS-error-generated data. The animation will be sped up
from its real-time record to approximately 5 minutes of

running time. The combination of tunnel’s self-reflectivity 
and transparency with subjective POV will produce com-
plex visual dynamics referring to the idea of an environ-
ment that challenges its own material and visual reality. [8] 
Philippe Kocher is developing granular synthesis algo-
rithms for the sonic layers in which the altitude will be a 
specific generative parameter interacting with the lumino-
chromatic values registered by the point camera. 

The Running Nude: Narrative Mistakes of a 
Generative VR Experience 

Vladimir Todorović 

The Running Nude is a generative VR experience inspired
by the early chronophotographs of human body in motion. It
renders a running nude figure in a 3D game engine by mak-
ing use of generative storytelling, machine learning and in-
vasive effects that the VR experience can have on users’
perception. Numerous artworks and approaches that are ref-
erenced and appropriated in this work include dadaist poet-
ry, Queneau’s literature influenced by mathematics, Du-
champ’s Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2, and Mamoru
Oshii’s Ghost in the Shell. The core narrative aspect of the
project consists of stories created by tinkering with the re-
current neural network (RNN) Neural Storyteller. This ma-
chine learning system is trained to write a romantic story
based on an image that it analyzes [9]. Multiple stories gen-
erated by this creative machine were used as voice over
whispered in the style of Autonomous sensory meridian
response (ASMR) recording. The generated narratives sound
like fragmented memories of the running nude. This element
of the project also functions as a layer of the digital VR
world capable of piercing transversally the membranes of
physical reality and that way making this artwork permea-
ble. By using pseudo-random functions, the system deter-
mines and generates the music, sounds, points of view, as
well as the flexibility and properties of the nude’s animation
rig/skeleton. Orchestrating and controlling these elements
with random logic, as well as enabling the system to make 
creative decisions, unveil the Frankensteinesque nature of
the created character and the whole project. Its overall narra-
tive architecture enables users to observe the running nude, 
to become one, and to experience traversing through nudes'
ghostly figures and imprints located inside the 3D digital 
world. These visceral encounters connect the VR experience
with the early beginnings of film and experiments conducted
by Étienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge.

On Consciousness, Memory, and the Role of 
Art in the Era of VR & AI Maturity 

Melentie Pandilovski 

Henri Bergson claimed that we have to change our way of 
thinking when facing new objects: “The idea that, for a 
new object, we might have to create a new concept, per-
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haps a new way of thinking, is deeply repugnant to us.”
[10] 
Memory has resurfaced as an important concept. Although
much has been achieved with Analytical, Human-inspired, 
and Humanized Artificial Intelligence the loss of memory
in AI can be treated as catastrophic and represents a big
hurdle in the development of AI. For Vilem Flusser in the
first phase of manipulating information we deal with crea-
tion or production of information, and in the second phase
with the deployment of memories with the aim of storing
them. [11] Flusser emphasizes two significant aspects of
the technical image: its capacity for memory and its math-
ematical logic.
For McLuhan, the nature of media determines the nature of
society. He writes, “[o]nce a new technology comes into
the social milieu it cannot cease to permeate that milieu
until every institution is saturated.” The Tetrad, or Four
Laws of Media, according to the McLuhans, refers to en-
hancement, obsolescence, retrieval, and reversal. McLuhan 
notes: “[v]ideo related technologies must produce a form
of psychological death for all mankind [sic] by separating 
it permanently from the natural order, the book of nature, 
through narcissus-like self-involvement” a conclusion
reached by McLuhan operating on three analytical levels at
once: the perceptual, the historical, and the analogic. [12]
Thomas Metzinger draws attention to the fact that we do
not know what the psychological consequences of the use
of VR will be and emphasizes the risks of depersonaliza-
tion after extended immersion in virtual environments, as
well as to the need to study its long term effects. [13]
Antti Revonsuo points out how conscious experience ex-
actly is a virtual model of the world, a dynamic internal
simulation, which in standard situations cannot be experi-
enced as a virtual model because it is phenomenally trans-
parent—we “look through it” as if we were in direct and
immediate contact with reality. [14]

The Meaning of AI Art Following the Chal-
lenges of Artificial General Intelligence 

Paul Boyé 

Artificial general intelligence (AGI), or the notion of a 
computational system that is operational at the level of 
human intelligence, could be tentatively posed as the cen-
tral concern for modern machine intelligence engineering. 
Qualities such as natural language processing, representa-
tion, teleological consciousness and the execution of 
judgements, if incorporated by an AGI system would not 
only level the system with the human, but would addition-
ally secure an ‘outside view’, producing a schism between 
experience and its exterior. [15] The agents of this system, 
emerging out of a history of human-bound conceptions, 
now self-conceive their own practical movements, guided 
by intelligence-qualities and ideas semantically bound to 
statements of what intelligence is, and what the agents 

ought to do to make changes. In this sense, the ‘artificial’
in AGI is not merely indicating the system’s status as the
artifice of a human engineer, but is the apprehension by the 
system itself of its own artificiality; the ability to make
oneself the artefact of one’s own ends, intelligently craft-
ing worlds exterior to any human-bound construction of
concepts.
Although it is widely understood –by organizations such as
OpenAI [16] and the Machine Intelligence Research Insti-
tute – that AGI development projects are more or less in
their infancy, the constructive potential of AGI has chal-
lenged the supposed substantiality of many human-oriented 
semantic systems. It is as if the potential what AGI systems 
and their agents could do has altered the interactions of
meaning-generating language in its actual performance.
This paper will be considering this point by examining the
semantics of contemporary art – how value is secured 
through stating the putative meaning of a given work – and
how this has been challenged following the use and re-
sponse of artists to AI computation. For instance, the Paris-
based collective, Obvious, has used Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) to produce images based on classical
family portraiture, genre-mashing and algorithmically col-
lapsing several epochs, styles and materials into a single
material expression. Their Portrait of Edmond de
Belamy (2018) was controversially placed and sold through
a Christie’s auction [17], raising questions on how the
works were valued. It could be argued that the absence of
author, expression and creativity – or the value of a work 
of art vis-à-vis the market – demands that the work needs
to argue for its value in a different manner. This paper will 
explore this contentious ground as an analogue to the phil-
osophical implications of AGI – between human-bound 
creative intelligence and the exterior-general edifice of
future AGIs; how they might produce meaning and subse-
quent disruption, error and manipulation of the standard 
rules determining the value of art.
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